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Unification Movement Wales
We are a growing active community of families in Wales that are striving to embody the ideal of true love
and to establish a world of peace and unity among all people, races and religions as envisioned by Rev
Sun Myung Moon.
We are inspired to share Welsh Culture, Welsh Art and Welsh Talent to bring joy and inspiration to our
families, local community and to the wider internet community. It is our belief that we can make a
difference in the world by bringing peace to our families, to the larger community and to our nation as a
whole. Consequently, we engage in activities ranging from Peace Walks, Service for Peace, Sports for
Peace and also contribute to peace activities in other Nations. Our members have taken part in Middle
East Peace Initiatives and some are currently involved with peace outreaches in Chad, Ghana and
Albania.
Our friendly families welcome anyone who aspires to the above ideals and who wishes to become
associates or members in our local community.

Our Programmes
Every Sunday we meet for a service in Cardiff/Barry at 10:30 am and this lasts till about 12:30pm
although on the first Sunday of each month we have a special service programme ideal for everyone and
all the family when the service is followed with a buffet, music and some exciting games. This begins at
10:30 am and finishes around 1:30 pm.




For more info, please email Peter.

There are regular lectures, study programmes, workshops and special talks to introduce people to
the Unification Movement and these are organised periodically.




Please contact Ron or Peter on 07810 262609 / 07790 704588

Monthly Peace Walk (First Saturday of every Month) – The monthly Peace Walks allow our
families and local community to enjoy each other’s company in the beautiful environment of the Welsh
Countryside. Our walks are usually well attended by our families, local community and visitors. Our
participants bring our young children to have an early appreciation of peace that is found in nature and
allows our families an engaging activity together. The walks build community spirit and have the
potential to bring families closer together. The walking time is being tailored to last about 1 hour with an
additional half time break for food and social interaction.




Please email to Terry Dickens for more info.

